
“Itʼs amazing when God truly gives somebody gifts... Brian is just naturally gifted from God vocally, when his lyrics hit 
tape its just things that sort of ease into our heart... Trust me, B.Reith is a man of character too. Heʼs a guy that truly walks 

what he talks.  I can say that at every turn in dealing with him as an artist. Heʼs always considering what Godʼs calling him to. 
I donʼt do these endorsements a lot, but for B I will do it all day.” - tobyMac

Hometown:

Milwaukee, WI

Gotee Discography:      
 
2009 Now Is Not Forever  (Dove nominated for Rap/Hip Hop Album of the Year in 2010)
2008 The Forecast EP  (“Go On” - Dove nominated for Rap/Hip Hop Song of the Year in 2010)
Featured on Hip Hope 2007 & Hip Hope 2009 compilations  (Dove nominated for Special Event Album of the Year in 2010)

Radio: 

“Mess” hit #16 on CHR Radio (February 2009)
“Antidote” hit #16 on CHR Radio (January 2010)

Video:

“Go On” video featured in American Eagle stores nationwide along with artists including Coldplay, Madonna, & Justin Timberlake
Created video blog, called Something2Remember, on 2008 Winter Wonder Slam tour (www.something2remember.tv), gaining over 90,500 views on 20 
unique episodes as of March 2010. 

Tour History:
 
On 2008ʼs Winter Wonder Slam tour with tobyMac, Relient K, and Family Force 5
On 2009ʼs Creation Festival: The Tour with Jars of Clay, Thousand Foot Krutch and 3 other artists
On 2009ʼs Winter Wonder Slam tour with tobyMac, Relient K, and Stephanie Smith
Performed on 2009ʼs Winter Wonder Slam tour with tobyMac, Relient K, and Stephanie Smith
Played at major Summer Festivals in 2009 and again in 2010: Creation East, Creation West and Purple Door

 
What people are saying:  

“B.Reith speaks the relevant dialect of todayʼs culture, and has the heart to address real issues, presenting hope and shedding light into this decaying 
world.” -New Release Tuesday

“The heartfelt endorsement of tobyMac and the catchiness of Jason Mraz” - CBN Music

“Beautiful, nuanced vocals one second with fast-paced rhymes filled with pop-culture dialect the next” - Christian Music Today

“Now Is Not Forever is an excellent album. Thereʼs a little bit of everything here, and the songwriting is catchy and tight. Reithʼs vocals are also very 
pleasing to the ear. Couple this with lyrics that are both fun and deep, and you have a more than satisfactory debut album for B.Reith.” -
Jesusfreakhideout.com

Amazon Exposure
  
3/22/09 Free 3 Song EP released on AmazonMP3.com; Over 5,796 fans have downloaded the digital EP as of October 2009, which AmazonMP3.com 
quoted “If you like Jason Mraz or Mat Kearney, but wish they rapped more, you might also like B.Reith”.
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